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Public Palpation Datasets

During the course of this grant, we have run a number of experiments
that involve robot-environment palpation on silicone organ phantoms.
The datasets from these palpation experiments are publicly available.
Use the QR code above or visit https://bit.ly/2xbOpVW or
http://nri-csa.vuse.vanderbilt.edu/joomla/ to access these datasets
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• An augmented reality system was developed for realtime
registration of preoperative models to intraoperative data, along
with overlay of the stiffness information [6].

• The system performs autonomous tumor localization using an
active area search algorithm [7].

Words go hereOnline Stiffness Estimation with Gaussian Processes

• Robots are currently used to extend the reach of humans and to
augment their physiological skills during manipulation.

• This research aims to introduce a new paradigm of complementary
situational awareness (CSA), which is the simultaneous perception
and use of the environment and operational constraints for task
execution. Using this new paradigm robots can act as our partners,
not only in manipulation, but in perception and control.

An envisioned surgical telemanipulation system using CSA

Concept of CSA in a human robot partnership

Telemanipulation based on CSA:
Create a telemanipulation frame-
work that uses complementary
situational awareness to enable
the use of assistive virtual fixtures
based on the updated underst-
anding of environmental charact-
eristics to semi-automate surgical
tasks.

Situational Awareness Modeling: Extend filtering techniques
developed for simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) to
develop algorithms that synthesize in vivo, intraoperative and pre-
operative data to augment human situational awareness.Examples of operational constraints beyond human perception: 

(a) multiple contact interaction, (b) contacts outside of field of 
view, (c) extent of vision perception available to user

Motivation Research Goals

(b)(a) (c)

We have established an experimental protocol and are in the process
of finalizing the hardware and software implementations of a user
study to evaluate the ability of different force and visual feedback
modalities in the accomplishment of particular surgical tasks using the
software framework developed in this grant. [1]

User Study for Feedback Characterization

User Study Tasks
• Ablation along a path with no 

assistance
• Ablation along a path with virtual 

fixture assistance and force feedback
• Ablation along a path with virtual 

fixture assistance and independent 
force control

• Organ palpation with force feedback
• Organ palpation with online stiffness 

estimation using gaussian processes

Stiffness estimation is an important capability for robotic palpation to
be able to characterize the mechanical qualities of a soft organ during
surgery, helping to identify and localize important subsurface features
like tumors or arteries.

We have developed methods
to allow for online stiffness
estimation by using
superimposed sinusoidal
palpation alongside an
estimation framework
leveraging a spatial hash grid
and gaussian processes. [2]

An important development in
the past year is the ability to
create stiffness maps in an
online fashion to allow users to
achieve stiffness estimates
during telemanipulated organ
palpation

Calibration – Enabling Accurate Autonomous Control

Motivation (Error Sources)
• Enabling semi-automated execution of tasks requires accurate robot motion 
• Very high repeatability but poor precision if not directly controlled by user 
• Assembly/material uncertainties. 

Study goals:
• Modeling framework capturing

shape variations and twisting
• Investigate calibration error

sensitivity

Surgical Augmented Reality

Confocal Endomicroscopy

a) Unconstrained Teleoperation;    
b) b) Constrained Teleoperation

Current Limitations
Limited field-of-view, thus often 
require mosaicking.
Rely on external distance/force 
sensors to measure and maintain 
optimum probe-tissue contact.

Our approach

An optimized pCLE image 
classification framework developed 
by the Hamlyn Center was integrated 
with CSA to provide axial probe 
compensation based on image 
quality.
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Number of points used for training in different iterations

Data acquisition rate : 200 Hz

New online method

Previous offline 
method

Time taken to train the GP model and predict stiffness at each 
iteration for the first 1425 sampled training data (position-force) 
pairs. 

𝒑𝒄 𝓝 𝒉 𝒑𝒄 in 𝑯𝑮𝒕 𝒑𝒄 𝓝 𝒉 𝒑𝒄 in 𝑯𝑮𝒑

The online method only uses
the neighboring information to
train and predict data at a
given location. This effectively
decreases the number of
training samples, thus,
resulting in an average
processing time of 0.02 sec (50
Hz) in each iteration.

Filtering-based Methods for Registration

 We have developed linear Bayesian
filtering-based methods for fast and
accurate registration estimation in the
presence of large measurement
uncertainty [4].

 This approach uses a Bingham
distribution to model the uncertainty
in orientation and a Gaussian
distribution to model the uncertainty
in translation.

A two dimensional Bingham distribution with 
two modes at antipodal ends and defined on a 
unit circle.

(a) Geometric model of femur bone. 
(b) Point measurement in sensor frame
(c) Geometric model registered to the measurements

 A variant of our approach can
use a small number of sparse
point and normal
measurements to perform
accurate registration to a
geometric model even in the
presence of large initial error [5]

Experimental setup showing the dVRK robot with a miniature force sensor  
attached to the end-effector. A stereo camera overlooks the workspace of the 
robot. A phantom prostate with embedded stiff inclusion is placed in the 
workspace of the robot.
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